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OGRA RELATED NEWS 
OCAC confirms ample availability of fuel in country 

  KARACHI: The Oil Companies Advisory Council (OCAC), the primary 
representative of the downstream oil industry, has reported that ample 
stocks of motor spirit (MS) and high speed diesel (HSD) are available 
in the country owing to the support of refineries in providing locally 
produced fuel products, and OMCs for planning imports and meeting 
volume commitments timely, despite the limited product availability in 
the international market due to geopolitical tensions. 

 https://epaper.brecorder.com/2022/04/26/12-page/927566-news.html  

 

Subsidy ‘reversal’: Diesel disappearing in small cities on hoarding 

  KARACHI: As the government weighs ceasing fuel subsidy to ensure 
the IMF loan, diesel, the main transport fuel, is nowhere to be found in 
smaller stations in Punjab courtesy hoarding, officials said, warning 
the crisis was not far from big cities. 

 https://e.thenews.com.pk/detail?id=81621  

 

‘Diesel stocks sufficient; more cargoes on way’ 

  KARACHI: Ample inventory of petroleum products including diesel is 
available in the country, while cargoes are waiting off-port, industry 
officials said on Monday, advising against any panic-buying. 

 https://e.thenews.com.pk/detail?id=81404  

 

Low fuel stocks may add to power woes ahead of heatwave 

  ISLAMABAD: Low fuel stocks and cash constraints have put 
authorities in the dock as power outages hit consumers across the 
country and panic buyers resorted to hoarding diesel ahead of an 
anticipated price hike, even as the regulator and the government tried 
to assure everyone that things were under control. 

 https://www.dawn.com/news/1686874/low-fuel-stocks-may-add-to-
power-woes-ahead-of-heatwave  

 

Miftah rules out immediate hike in fuel prices 

  ISLAMABAD: Finance Minister Miftah Ismail on Monday said that the 
prices of petroleum products would not be increased “immediately” but 
hinted the hike sooner than later. 
“If there is a surge in fuel prices, it will be done after consideration of 
multiple factors including the summary submitted by the OGRA,” said 
Miftah while speaking in a talk show. 

 https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2022/04/25/miftah-rules-out-
immediate-hike-in-fuel-prices/  
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Govt orders stern action against diesel hoarders 

  ISLAMABAD: The government Monday took notice of the shortage of 
diesel in the country and decided to take stern action against those 
involved in creating its artificial shortage. 

 https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2022/04/25/govt-orders-stern-
action-against-diesel-hoarders/  

 

Govt may increase fuel prices partially 

  The government is likely to make a partial increase in oil prices to do 
away the subsidies in order to meet commitment with the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) amid the highest impact of global oil prices on 
domestic oil rates in Pakistan. 

 https://tribune.com.pk/story/2354276/govt-may-increase-fuel-prices-
partially  

 
https://e.jang.com.pk/detail/110772  
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https://www.express.com.pk/epaper/PoPupwindow.aspx?newsID=1109207110
&Issue=NP_ISB&Date=20220426  
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